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Abstract 

 

In this article, we propose a modeling of a wide range of noise of different 

distributions by non-iterative functions. All these functions belong to the same 

family. We can cite some noise distributions chosen from the long series of 

modeled noises: uniform distribution, Gaussian, Marcheko-Pastur, Wigner, etc. In 

the literature and in certain cases, the distributions cited above have been obtained 

from certain measurements or from random matrices. It is possible to construct a 

non-iterative function which has the same histogram ‘H’ as the histogram ‘H’ 

produced by a given process. 

Keywords: signal modelling, noise signal generator, pseudo random number 

generator 

 

Introduction  

If we consider random or pseudo-random number generators (it depends on the 

generator) as noise generators, there are several types of generators. The physical 

[5], electronic [9] [7],  or by program [1], [8]. In our case, the noises are produced 

by non-iterative functions. In the literature and in some cases, the distributions 

cited above have been obtained from certain measurements [6] or large random 

matrices. In this article, the data used to obtain the same distributions comes from  
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the non-iterative functions. Some of these functions have been used to synthesize 

a long series (a few thousands) of forms [3],[4]. From these functions I filed a 

patent [2]. 

 

Observations  

Constants have not been optimized. These histograms can be modified by varying 

certain constants. The variation can be small or strong (see examples 15a and 15b). 

In some cases, different functions can have the same histogram (15b, 15c and 15d). 

 

General expression of the noise function 

A(x) = a*f (b+ c *g (d* xp ))q 

Y=T+F(A(x)) 

g is a trigonometric function and f invers trigonometric function. 

The constants T, a, b, c, d, p, q are reals. The examples we give are all a 

combination of the function A(x), except in the case of the function y15b where the 

expression of A(x) has been reduced to a minimum. 

The constant T causes the histogram to move on the horizontal axis, the values of 

the constants a, b, c, d, p and q have not been optimized.  

The histograms were calculated using Matlab (the number of classes is 200 or 

500, the number of samples is 106 with a step equal to 1.  

 

Noise functions examples 

To facilitate the correspondence between a histogram and its respective function, 

you can find these functions written under Matlab in the annex of the preprint [8]. 

All the examples are calculated with  x=1 :1 :106 

y1=103*acot(cot(x37)); 
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 (1) 

y2=acot(cot(x9))+acot(cot(x4.02))+acot(cot(x 2.03)); 

         (2) 

p=1.45;    k=4.42;       T=-0.1;    q=0.665;  a=500;                   (3) 

p=2.45;    k=2.36;       T=-0.1;    q=0.665;  a=103;                    (4) 

p=14.05;  k=2.425;     T=-0.1;    q=0.545;   a=103;                   (5) 

p=1.05;    k=2.425;     T=2;         q=0.545;  a=1010;                 (6)  

 ya =acot(p*cot(x37));          yb =acot(p*cot(x23)); 

y=a*(-T+k*abs(yb
2-ya

2)q);                 (3)(4)(5)(6) 

 

(3) (4) 

(5) (6) 

  

ya=0.752*acot(cot(x45))0.38+5.5*acot(cot(x33))0.1; 

yb=2*acot(cot(x3))0.2+5.5*acot(cot(x47.3)) 0.1; 

y7=10-6.1*abs(ya*yb-(ya+yb)
9.1); 
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  (7) 

y8=2.76-2*(acos(cos(x13)).*acos(cos(x7)))0.14; 

 

 (8) 

ya=0.061*acot(cot(x32)); 

yb=2*(acot(cot(x35))0.1+abs(0.1*acot(cot(x3.3))))1.02;  

y9=3.79-abs(yb-ya)
1.452;  

(9) 

 

y10= -1.41+(acos(cos(x13))*acos(cos((x+8)17)))0.4563 

(10) 

 

ya=3.75*(acos(cos(x13))*acos(cos((x+1)17)))0.5763 ; 

yb=1.2*(acos(cos(x13))*acos(cos((x+1)17)))0.4563; 

y11=ya-yb ; 
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(11) 

 

x1=x+1;  

x2=x+2;  

ya=abs(acot(cot(x7)).*acot(cot(x15)).*acot(-cot(x3)));    

yb=abs(acot(cot((x1)
7))*acot(cot((x1)

5))*acot(-cot((x1)
3)));      

yc=abs(acot(cot((x2)
7))*acot(cot((x2)

5))*acot(-cot((x2)
3)));    

y12=(4*yc-ya-yb)/3;  

(12) 

ya= abs(atan(1.6*tan(x35))*acot(7*sin((x)37)))0.11 ; 

y13=1.427-ya ; 

(13) 

y14=(atan(1.6*tan(x35))*acot(7*sin((x+1)37)))0.32 ; 

 

(14) 
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  y15a=cos(x37) +sin (x37.000001);        y15b=cos(x37) +sin(x37) ; 

 

   y15c=asin(0.84*cos(x5));                        y15d=(sin(x37)*cos(x37))+0.5; 

 

15a 15b  15c 15d  

 

ya=1.5*acot(0.43*sin(x38))-3- acot(0.1*cos(x15))3;  

yb=acot(2.652*cot(x25))3+0.42* acot(0.1*cos(x37))3; 

y16=ya+yb; 

(16) 

  y17=(atan(0.005*tan(x31)))*(atan(cos(x33)));   

 

(17) 

 

ya=3*cos(x2).*atan(3*cot(x15))8;  

y18=ya+4*acot(2*cot(x35))+1.2*acot(cot(x33)); 
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(18) 

 

 y19 =acot(cot(x14)).*(2.*acot(cot(x12)));  

(19) 

 

y20=10./(1.75+acot(cot(x12)))-2.01; 

(20) 

 

 ya=1.8+acot(1+2.5*cot(x12));  

 yb=1.8+acot(1+2.15*cot(x17));  

 y21=105 (ya
-1+ yb

-1 ); 

(21) 
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y22=105*(abs(acot(cot(x7)).*acot(cot(x6)).*acot(cot(x4)))); 

 

(22) 

 

y23=acot(cot(x43))+acot(cot(x44)); 

 

(23) 

 

y24=atan(tan(x11))+2*(atan(tan(x5)));  

 

(24) 

 

y25= 426.2-235*acos(cos(x35))0.52; 

(25) 
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ya=acot(1.3*cot(x12));  y26=acot(1.52*sin(x17))+acot(1.73+cot(x15))+ya;  

(26) 

y27=acot(cot(0.8*cot(x17)))-1.2*acot(1.1*cot(x4)) ; 

(27) 

ya=acot(0.65+cot(x17)); 

yb=abs(acot(cot(x25)))0.35; 

yc=0.05*(acot(cot(x47))); 

y28=155-100*(ya-yb-yc); 

 

(28) 

 y29= acot(1.2*cot(acot(0.3*cot(x15))3));   

(29) 
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y30=atan(0.57*tan(x3.95)); 

(30) 

y31 = atan(7*tan(x45)); 

(31) 

ya=2*asin(cos(x30));  

y32=acot(0.01*cos(x5)).*acot(0.012*cos(x40))+ya;  

  

(32) 

ya=4.5* acot(cot(x5)).*atan(cot(x3)) ; 

yb=30*(atan(cos(x1.5)).*atan(cos(x43))); 

y33=ya-yb ; 

 

(33) 
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 ya=6*acot(cot(x2)); 

 y34=acot(cot(x14)).*acot(cot(x12)).*(1-acot(cot(x13)))+ya;   

 (34) 

 

y35 = 10^3*asin(.2*cos(x17)).*acot(.52*cot(x35)); 

  (35) 

 

y36 = 4*cos(x12).*atan(12.45*cot(x15))8+12*acot(cot(x35)); 

(36) 

 

y37=atan(cos(x33))*acot(sin(x32)) ; 

(37) 
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ya=acot(cot(x32)); 

y38=100*(atan(0.05*cot(x35))+acot(0.012*tan(x33))3+ya); 

 

(38) 

 

 ya=4.5+acot(cos(x50))+15*acot(cos(x40)); 

 y39=ya-3.17*acos(sin(x31))+2*asin(cos(x30)); 

 

(39) 

 

ya=4.5+acot(cos(x5))+10*acot(cos(x4)); 

y40=ya-4*acos(sin(x31))+2*asin(cos(x3));    

 

   (40) 

 

ya=acot(0.43*sin(x5))-3+2* acot(0.21*sin(x15)) -5; 

yb=0.52*acot(0.2*sin(x25))+1.52*acot(0.215*cos(x35));  

y41=abs(ya+yb)
0.53+0.432; 
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(41) 

 

ya=acot(0.43*sin(x5))-3+2./acot(0.21*sin(x15))5; 

yb=0.52*acot(0.2*sin(x25))+1.52*acot(0.215*cos(x35)); 

y42=abs(ya+yb)
2; 

 

(42) 

 

ya=acot(0.43*sin(x5))-3+2*acot(0.21*sin(x15))-5; 

yb=0.352*acot(0.542*sin(x25))+1.52*acot(0.215*cos(x35));  

y43=-1+2*abs(ya+yb); 

 

(43) 

 

ya= acot(0.2384*cos(x13)); 

y44=3*acot(0.2*cos(x17))+acot(0.3*cos(x15)).*ya; 
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(44) 

 

y45=12*(acot(11*cot(x34))-1.48*acot(0.2*sin(x23))); 

(45) 

 

 y46=((acot(17*cot(x4))+0.6*(acot(0.2*tan(x3)))));    

(46) 

 

ya=1.25*acot(0.43*sin(x5))-acot(0.1*cos(x15));  

yb=acot(2.652+cot(x25))+acot(0.15*cos(x35));   

yc=acot(0.15*cos(x37));  

y47=ya+yb+yc;  

 

(47) 
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yb=acot(2.652+cot(x25))+acot(0.15*cos(x35));   

ya=1.25*acot(0.43*sin(x5))-acot(0.1*cos(x15));  

y48=ya+yb;  

 (48) 

 

yb=acot(2.652+cot(x25))+acot(0.15*cos(x35));   

yc=acot(0.15*cos(x37));  

y49=yb+yc;  

(49) 

 

ya=1./acot(.43*sin(x5))3; 

yb=2./acot(.21*sin(x15))5; 

yc=0.52*acot(.2*sin(x25)); 

yd=1.52*acot(0.215*cos(x35)); 

y50=1.6*(ya+yb+yc+yd)
3;  

(50) 

 

ya=acot(1.6+cot(x17))1.8+acot(2.183*cot(x15)); 

y51=0.65*(ya+7*atan(0.114*cos(x13)))0.467;  

(51) 
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ya=acot(0.2*cos( x3));  

y52=abs(acot(0.32*cos(x7))+acot(.4*cos(x5))+ya)
3;   

 

(52) 

 

ya=acot(0.1*cos(x17))+acot(0.3*cos(x15));  

y53=3*(ya+acot(0.2384*cos(x13)))3;  

 

 (53)      

                  

 

Conclusion 

In this article, we have modelled a wide range of noise by non-iterative functions. 

These noises are of different distributions. These functions have been very useful 

in producing (in imaging) a very large number of elaborate shapes. The 

construction of these functions was done empirically but on the basis of the 

expression A(x).  

Let be a histogram ‘H’ produced according to a given process. It is possible to 

construct a non-iterative function which has the same histogram ‘H’. 

In a future work we will try to optimize the constants present in the functions as 

well as the step value. 
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